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About Us

Who We Are

The Knowledge Academy is a leading global training provider of professional qualifications including PRINCE2®, ITIL®, TOGAF® and PMP®. We offer over 30,000 courses all over the world at unbeatable prices, and our options of classroom, onsite, online and virtual training mean we’re entirely flexible to your needs.

As Strategic Training Partners of AXELOS, we’re trusted to deliver the entire AXELOS portfolio, including PRINCE2®, to the highest standards every time. We’re also certified by other accreditation bodies including APMG, BCS, ICASA, Microsoft, and CompTIA.

Our Mission

It’s simple: provide the best training at the lowest price.

Our training expertise means we understand the needs of learners and exactly what they require to pass their exams and grow their careers. We handpick talented trainers who know how to make the learning experience enjoyable and memorable. Our accelerated learning techniques mean you’ll be back at work in no time, ready to apply what you’ve learned to your job.
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What is The Knowledge Pass?

The Knowledge Pass is a pre-paid training allowance that provides you with significant discounts and savings – giving you better value for money.

Possession of a Knowledge Pass enables you to gain full control over your training budget and meet your company’s training requirements.

- Maximise your training budget
- Gives you more qualifications for your budget
- It gives you access to a wide range of courses, in a variety of nationwide locations
- Greater control over training budgets
- Any nominated employee is able to use the Knowledge Pass

How does it work?

The Knowledge Pass is a comprehensive training package – similar to a credit-based voucher – where a client can specify their training budget and receive a volume discount, to ensure value for money, premium quality, and enhance employee development.

The Knowledge Pass is ideal for clients with flexible business requirements, interchangeable staff skills, and complex learning needs, across many departments and divisions. It’s ideal for businesses that know that they want to invest in employee training, but are unsure of their current learning requirements, and often end up in complex, unnecessary training needs analysis, which causes delays in today’s rapidly changing business environment.
Next Steps

Discuss your training budget with your learning consultant. Upon purchasing a Knowledge Pass, a dedicated account, with your credit, will be opened and is ready to be utilised over the following 12 months.

Start booking your course dates as and when it suits you. As the budget holder, you are able to nominate, manage, and control the courses that are being undertaken and completed by your employee.

Reporting

Your dedicated account manager will provide you with regular reports on usage and of how your learners are progressing.

Validity

The Knowledge Pass is valid for 12 months and perfectly fits in with an annual training budget.
Why train with us?

- The fastest way to become professionally qualified
- Learn real world practices and how they can be applied to live projects
- Taught by experts in professionally equipped venues
- Available in locations all over the world
- Pre- and post-course support
- All course material can be taken home

Our best price guarantee means you won’t find better value in the marketplace. If you do find a lower price, let us know, and we promise to beat it.
Corporate Training Solutions

Onsite Training

Our onsite training is perfect for larger groups who would prefer to receive instruction at their workplace. We can deliver a customised program suited to the training needs of your company and employees.

Why choose Onsite?

- Save money on travel away from the workplace
- We'll organise everything for your convenience
- Customise our program and schedule to your needs
- Minimise disruption to your regular business schedule

Learn More

To find out more about our corporate offerings, please get in touch.

info@theknowledgeacademy.com

The Knowledge Pass

Our Knowledge Pass is an exclusive program allowing you to get the most out of your training budget with us. Simply decide how much your company would like to spend and you'll be able to attend any course at any of our locations within the next 12 months.

As a training partner, we work to meet all your requirements so there's no need to go to any other provider.

- Choose from any of our 30,000 courses in any location
- Also includes eLearning
- Get more from your training budget
- Discounts available based on level of spend
Media Coverage
As featured in global media coverage

CEO Dilshad Hothi discusses the key value of professional education

Managing Director Barinder Hothi outlines the challenges associated to managing a fast growing business enterprise

The Globalization of The Knowledge Academy.

The Knowledge Academy are featured as one of the UK’s fastest growing organisations.

The success story of The Knowledge Academy.

Article outlining recent business successes.

The Knowledge Academy expansion plans are outlined within the cited article.

The Knowledge Academy success story is the subject of this interview piece.
Awards

Some of our recent awards

The Sunday Times SME Export Track 100 winner 2017
Britain’s SMEs with the fastest-growing international sales

The Sunday Times Fast Track 100 winner 2016
Britain’s Private companies with the fastest-growing sales

Women in Business Awards Winners Woman Business Owner of the year 2016

The Lloyds Bank National Business Awards UK 2016

EY [Ernst & Young] Winners of the Entrepreneurs of the year the 2015 London and South

Private Business Awards winners of the Entrepreneurs of the year 2014
Our Global Reach

No matter the location, The Knowledge Academy always delivers the highest quality training in the world. With venues in over 100 countries, learners across the globe know they can count on us to help support their development and grow their careers.

Above are our most popular locations around the globe
Increase your job satisfaction, worth and progress your career.

We offer over 30,000 courses in over 190 countries and over 1,200 locations.

Guaranteed Success!

Increase your job satisfaction, worth and progress your career.

Pass your exam!

Take part in lessons.

Choose Your Location

We offer various deals on locations to stay.

Book your course

Choose your date & time

Search for training provider

Choose of delivery method

Classroom

e-Learning

Virtual

On-Site

Analyze your specific training needs

Training Needs

Learner’s Journey

100%

Best Price

the knowledge academy

empowering the advancement of knowledge

100% 25% 34%
To the best of our knowledge, the information contained herein is accurate and reliable as of the date of publication; however, we do not assume any liability whatsoever for the accuracy and completeness of the above information.